SCRUBMASTER SERIES
Mid-Size Battery Scrubbers

PowerBoss ®
versatile ride-on
scrubbers
Brilliant results
combined with superior
operator comfort

Scrubmaster B120 R

Scrubmaster B175 R

Scrubmaster B260 R

Comfort seat

1-button
operating system

Cleaning close to
walls and edges

Access step
on both sides

Standard
non-marking
tires

Area performance:
48,000-82,000 ft2/h

Working width: 28 to 48 in

Sophisticated concept: Industrial performance
on a maneuverable battery platform
The Scrubmaster Series by PowerBoss provides excellent results in all
applications and floor coverings. Individually, the series is configurable in
different working widths for varying area performance. The Scrubmaster
series offers the perfect solution for every task. Equipped with clever
details and designed to ensure ergonomics, safety, and long-lasting
performance.
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A whole series of benefits
Practical designs
For maximum productivity and the ideal machine for each application, the
Scrubmaster Series is available in 3 distinct platforms: B120 R (cylindrical
28-33”, disc 30” or 35”, and 32-gallon capacity), B175 R (cylindrical with
dual side sweep 33”, disc 35” or 42”, and 46-gallon capacity) and B260 R
(cylindrical 42”, disc 42” or 48”, and 68-gallon capacity).

More than clean
More performance, reduced operating costs: with PowerBoss disc Aqua Stop
brushes, customers can achieve the highest level of clean and benefit by using
up 50% less than conventional scrubbers.

Easy to maintain

No tools needed

The squeegee conveniently

Brushes are simply removed or

folds up to facilitate daily

changed with a touch of a button

maintenance or out of harm’s

(B175 R and B260 R) or foot pedal

way when parked

release (B120 R)
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Always the right choice – no matter
the application
From warehousing and logistics to all types of manufacturing: The demands placed
on professional indoor cleaning could not be more diverse. In some applications,
cleanliness is an indispensable element of success. In others it is the key component in
ensuring production and occupation safety. In any case, cleanliness plays an important
role for every branch of industry. The various Scrubmaster configurations can be
outfitted with a wide range of options to exceed your individual cleaning needs.

Clearview steering wheel

Comfort seat

The standard steering wheel

The ergonomic driver’s seat

offers an unobstructed view for

ensures a pleasant, back-

The optional on-board dosing

simple operation and functions.

friendly seating position for

system automatically adds the

fatigue-free working.

correct quantity of cleaning

On-board detergent
metering system

detergents, depending on the
amount of water supplied
during the cleaning process.
Clean all-over
Thanks to optional accessories
such as the spray nozzle with
holder to clean the machine
itself, or the hand-held
spray-suction tool to clean
difficult-to-access areas.

Brush and pad wear indicator
Guaranteed performance and
excellent cleaning results, color
coded mechanical indicator
conveniently alert operators
when it’s time to change the
brush or pad.
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Common upgrade options
for more safety at work

Amber flashing light

Overhead guard

Operator protection and comfort
Ensuring the safety of the driver
is our number one priority. Our
Scrubmaster series offers a wide
range of optional extras
(see photo).

BlueSpot
Spray nozzle

On-board spray hose

On-board USB charger

DustStop

Clean hard to reach areas or

Conveniently change

The optional pre-sweep unit

use to rinse machine tanks

electronic devices while in

can be equipped with Dust-

after operation (standard on

operation (standard on B175

Stop – PowerBoss’s side broom

all models).

and B260.

jacket for low-dust sweeping.
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Scrubmaster B120 R
For excellent results and high levels
of productivity
High performance, a small turning radius and a sophisticated design: These are the
characteristics that make the Scrubmaster B120 R the perfect choice for cleaning
building such as congested warehouses, automotive dealers, beverage facilities,
or airplane hangars. The machine’s independent 32 gallon solution tank capacity,
standard 315 AH long runtime batteries, and four different scrubbing platforms,
ensures fast and efficient cleaning of most mid-sized areas.

Ergonomic workplace
Ergonomically designed in every detail and equipped
with a wide range of practical features that facilitate
efficient working, the Scrubmaster B120 R is a
perfect workplace for the operator. The comfortable
seat enables a pleasant, back-friendly seating
position. All operating elements are clearly arranged
and within easy reach of the driver.
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Disc or cylindrical performance
The Scrubmaster B120 R offers both disc or
cylindrical scrubbing performance. When equipped
with dual cylindrical brushes, the B120 R can sweep
and scrub in a single pass or use up to 50% less
water with Aqua Stop disc scrub brush technology.

Thanks to its compact design,
the Scrubmaster B120 R can work
in narrow aisles and corridors.

Scrubmaster
B120 R

Cylindrical 28” & 33”
Disc 30” & 35”

32 Gallon Solution Tank
32 Gallon Recovery Tank
24V – 315 AH Battery/Charger
4-Sided Linatex Squeegee Blades
On-Board Spray Hose
Non-Marking Tires
Digital

Highly flexible working
The Scrubmaster B120 R enables easy
cleaning of corners or narrow aisles and
corridors. Thanks to its 90-degree steering
angle and small turning circle of only 179 cm,
the machine can make a complete U-turn

Yellow Touch-Points
Flashing Light
Off-Aisle Vac Wand
24V – 312 AH Sealed AGM Battery
3 Year Parts and Labor Warranty
Standard

Option

even in very small areas.
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Scrubmaster B175 R
Exceptional Performance
With three different working widths (33” cylindrical, 35” disc and 42” disc) the
B175 R offers impressive scrubbing performance (up to 80,000 f2 per hour).
Equipped with automatic speed sensitive water flow control, large independent
46-gallon tanks, and standard 36-volt 315AH batteries, the B175 R offers maximum
coverage on a maneuverable footprint. The B175 R is the perfect choice for
warehouses, manufacturing plants, sports arenas and airport concourses.

Equipped with clever details
Sophisticated technical details facilitate the
operator’s daily routine: All operating elements are
within easy reach and clearly arranged for intuitive
use, which also shortens initial training times. Daily
machine cleaning and minor maintenance work
can be carried out easily and comfortably by
the operator.
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Productive in all applications
33” cylindrical configuration includes standard dual
front sweeping brushes to maximize performance and
light sweep/scrub in a single pass.

Everything at a glance at the switch of a button
The 4:3 color display offers an intuitive operator experience.
Achieve cleaning perfection and safe dry floors with
automatic speed sensitive solution flow

Cleverly combined
The Scrubmaster can be equipped with

Scrubmaster
B175 R

additional tools such as the optional

46 Gallon Solution Tank

pre-sweep/vacuum unit – quickly and
easily via Hako’s quick-connect system.

Cylindrical 33”
Disc 35” and 42”

46 Gallon Recovery Tank
36V – 315 AH Battery/Charger
Speed Sensitive Water Control
4-Sided Linatex Squeegee Blades
On-Board Spray Hose
Non-Marking Tires
Color LCD Operators Screen
On-Board USB Charger
Yellow Touch-Points
Flashing Light
Off-Aisle Vac Wand
Dual Sweep Brushes (Cylindrical Only)
Pre-Sweep Attachment (Disc only units)
36V – 312 AH Sealed AGM Battery
3 Year Parts and Labor Warranty
Standard

Option
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Scrubmaster B260 R
Ready for big tasks
Large distribution centers, warehouses, manufacturing and industrial
applications: The requirements placed on cleaning large areas are
versatile. The PowerBoss Scrubmaster B260 R can therefore be flexibly
upgraded with various attachments to extend its application options
beyond just scrubbing. With its high performance and coverage of
92,000 ft2 per hour and 68-gallon capacity, the B260 R can easily
accomplish any large task.

Simple to empty and maintain
Large quick drain hoses and no
tools needed for daily maintenance
and squeegee adjustments,
ensures maximum performance
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Efficient Design
The Scrubmaster B260 R offers upfront
operator visibility and operator on/off
access on either side of the machine

Different scrubbing units for every requirement
From cylindrical brushes to 2-disc-brush units, right
up to a 3-disc-brush unit with ideal power distribution
that optimally protects the floor.

Additional safety
Equipped with an optional
overhead guard, side bumpers
and BlueSpot light, the
Scrubmaster B260 R meets
all requirements in terms of
occupational safety, which
is of particular benefit for
applications in logistics and
other major industries.

Scrubmaster
B260 R

Cylindrical 42”
Disc 42” and 48”

68 Gallon Solution Tank
68 Gallon Recovery Tank
36V – 395 AH Battery/Charger
Speed Sensitive Water Control

From standard to heavy-duty applications
In the field of professional floor cleaning,
each job site comes with its very
own challenges. Whether it is heavily
frequented public areas, particularly

4-Sided Linatex Squeegee Blades
On-Board Spray Hose
Non-Marking Tires
Color LCD Operators Screen
On-Board USB Charger

complex floors, cleaning during running

Yellow Touch-Points

operations, or versatile production

Flashing Light

residues – the Scrubmaster B260 R easily

Off-Aisle Vac Wand

masters every task, for instance with the

Dual Sweep Brushes (Cylindrical Only)

pre-sweep/vacuum unit collecting loose

Pre-Sweep Attachment

dirt prior to wet-cleaning the floor,
which makes laborious pre-cleaning
unnecessary.

36V – 390 AH Sealed AGM Battery
3 Year Parts and Labor Warranty
Standard

Option
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Scrubmasters at a glance
Scrubmaster B120 R

Scrubmaster B175 R

Available Sizes (4)

Available Sizes (3)

30” or 35” Disc
28” or 33” Cylindrical

35” or 42” Dual Disc
33” Dual Cylindrical

Tank Sizes

Tank Sizes

32 Gallon Solution Tank
32 Gallon Recovery Tank

46 Gallon Solution Tank
46 Gallon Recovery Tank

Battery

Battery

24V Standard 315 AH Battery,
Off-Board Charger Included

36V Standard 315 AH Battery, 		
Off-Board Charger Included

Scrubmaster B260 R
Available Sizes (3)

42” or 48” Disc
42” Cylindrical
Tank Sizes

68 Gallon Solution Capacity
68 Gallon Recovery Capacity
Battery

36V 395AH Batteries,
Off-Board Charger Included
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